In Class Activity Sheet – Caymans Reefs Over Time: Responses and Actions

Today, you’re the scientist! Help our CCMI Scientist to help our coral reef ecosystems. Below you will find actions that are either environmentally neutral (they don’t harm or benefit the environment), environmentally negative (they harm the environment), or environmentally positive (they help the environment). Before you join us on our dive, cut each of these actions out in preparation to sort it into one of those three categories during our live dive: environmentally neutral, environmentally negative, or environmentally positive. As our CCMI Scientist guides you across some expanses of healthy coral reef and unhealthy coral reef, she will tell you which actions are either neutral, negative, or positive. If she doesn’t address one of the below actions, be sure to ask her so that you know what category it is in!

Actions:
- Join a Beach Clean
- Carpool
- Cull Lionfish
- Anchor on the Reef
- Visit the Beach
- Use less Electricity
- Take Corals off the Reef
- Eat Sustainable Seafood
- SCUBA Diving
- Overfish
- Touch the Reef
- Walk to School
- Use less Fresh Water
- Use Reef Safe Suncream
- Litter
- Snorkeling